
Words in the Flux of Social Technology

Face books, printed books, books that document the profile the private and the quasi-performed of 
artists thinkers writers citizens

books in the world of memes, in the autobiographical social space, in the mediation of a realism at 
every moment reinvented

everything is funny now - icons have become important and tell us everything in language but please 
make it quick

Reality demands that you determine the parameters for its existence or that something determines them 
say a robot or a series of connections.  Once you start talking to people the link rating will determine 
whether or not you exist on the network - be catchy, accessible yet entertaining, be nice while 
maintaining an opinion - post pictures, not text and show your face as much as possible.  There's no 
need to be shy.  None of this can last if you don't play the game.  Invest yourself in arbitrary rules and 
you'll grow attached - these are the images of code structures.

In the simulation ideas operate in swarms, movement is done in masses and when someone exists we 
are talking about viruses and algorithmic ubiquity.  Aesthetics on a generic scale, universal 
placenessness binding community through activity.  Authors dissipating, being spread thin or being re-
organized as keepers of the hive, networked managers that hire simulations on the condition that they 
are able to be consistently unreal.

friends or family or maybe you just feel intimate with them because they're attractive.  they're good at 
knowing what to show, or how to frame a bit of language 

(everything is social everyone is social)

content is getting drowned - what are individuals - swarm times during a swarm climate

the apocalypse is coming but it's actually just a figure of speech 

==

the swarmed exhibition, the exhibition whose concept is consistent and whose virtual instances are 
forever cloned and instantiated - we can never be sure what the object is, which location

self-obliteration, performed reinvention:  at any moment you are nowhere to be found in the electric 
mashing of spatial simulacra, at every moment you are everywhere, each instance part of a document of
mathematical traces that never describe humanity that always determine each moment of identitarian 
coding

the selfie does everything to eliminate the self through the staging of its projections

parasites everywhere, Michel Serres would be proud, every message sent to the noise body that usually 



doesn't know how to reply (order in the stream, saturation meets corporate algorithm meets who 
decided to show me this)

the author died, then they were uploaded, and now they are being distributed back into your 
cyberconsciousness, one cloud party at a time

Digital folk aesthetics meets the participatory reality show.  What is art after technological saturation, 
matured in virtual urbanity under the logographic conditions of the post-commercial real?  Your every 
move is charted towards self obliteration and synthetic reinvention, the performative demands of what 
material fragments remain.  The book as a mass snapshot, the exhibition a proliferation, cultural 
categories consistent only in their ability to be re-ordered and re-mixed.

how do we exhibit literature - where is the person (the characters)

we have way too much literature (and none of it meets the status of literature)

Books is an exhibition series that turns the performed real of cultural practitioners into the publication 
and exhibition of the local and material.  A Library of Babel for the personalised era of public 
simulation.

my favourite literary character is my friend who's been forced to use their state identity and perform 
the bureaucracy in the most Shakespearean way possible

the profile offers you backstage insight into how actors prepare for their roles

writing without clear categories whose delineations are performed each time

Folk Aesthetics: groups of people, collective ideas - the concept before the person holding the concept 
(bodies and corporate communities and not the cogs)

==

here in the network there are discussions with Barad and Pickering about how the objective realm is 
performing, how well is it meeting its quarterly goals, are the investors happy, have enough molecules 
been data mined to give us an accurate physiology, materials for each profile

Saturation: emergent properties are those things that arise once the boat becomes the ocean - once 
foundation becomes background - once ideas become assumed and collapse is a mode of discourse.  
one person talks to another to another to another, the symptoms of communication are noticeable once 
popularity becomes another mode of privacy.

Saturation: floating once the vessel is flooded this is the point when fish overtake people.

books as a contingent framing, content depends entirely on time

these are Blanchot's unavowable communities, an Austinian illocutionary gambit of dynamic 
combinations - people together in some form or another (not together, but written on the same page, 



shared with the same alien audience of where individuals have become masses)

what material fragments remain:  we have bodies, or had bodies - we can still see things, feeling is a 
measure of equation remainders that give you powers you can read about in video game literature 
(either superheroes or anomalies, in both cases inhuman mechanics)

upending cultural categories:  there's no way you can have that many friends if you had a house party 
your place would blow up - whatever you mean by enemy has totally changed

==

database realism, cybernetic objects for a more virtual future (how the objects interact, how Latourian 
actors don't always have faces - the new page as photo album, as fashion shoot and family census 
records with mugshots to ensure proper identication - faces everywhere for the mathematical material 
that has no interest in seeing - our most intimate symbols of sense are also the most impersonal 

post-commercial realism:  After Mcdonald's colonizes Mars aliens will still need places to get together 
with their friends

virtual urbanity: everywhere's a city all the time, location is no barrier to achieving cynical liberation

As technoscience evolves, more and more of its new spaces become socialized.  There are certain 
consequences to that socialization - a shift in the space of created objects to the space of performed 
subjects, a categorical upending of forms that travels from discrete entities to protocols to the 
contingent forms of folk taxonomies.  All this becomes increasingly immersed in a capitaloscene 
collective space that compares quotidian action with market values.  The power structures of the 
popular web (social dynamics 

The Database of Babel

Longinus would find a convenient home in the rhetorical aesthetics of the social web, as do the 
theatrical ideas of Brecht.  

virtualisation increases locality, the parameters become simpler, all you need is your docking station to 
say that you are here, you are home, and your diary is published on the latest global reality show

These are books, but books that are portals and traces to another world, to a matrix of electrical 
connections and binary reductions - what can math do now once we've weaved it through Gutenberg's 
tombs.  Print technology for the robot public.

books, perfect bound selfies, cinema verite for those literate in streamed classics and the banality of 
making oneself into a fictional brand (Iago has added you) 

==



you are here, everything in the virtual realm surrounds you in this location and what is here is always

what material means, what the face means, what do you mean by writing


